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Abstract This paper proposes an energy-efficient routing
mechanism by introducing intentional mobility to wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) with obstacles. In the sensing field,
Mobile Data Collectors (MDCs) can freely move for collect-
ing data from sensors. An MDC begins its periodical move-
ment from the base station and finally returns and transports
the data to the base station. In physical environments, the
sensing field may contain various obstacles. A research chal-
lenge is how to find an obstacle-avoiding shortest tour for
the MDC. Firstly, we obtain the same size grid cells by di-
viding the network region. Secondly, according to the line
sweep technique, the spanning graph is easily constructed.
The spanning graph composed of some grid cells usually in-
cludes the shortest search path for the MDC. Then, based
on the spanning graph, we can construct a complete graph
by Warshall-Floyd algorithm. Finally, we present a heuristic
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tour-planning algorithm on the basis of the complete graph.
Through simulation, the validity of our method is verified.
This paper contributes in providing an energy-efficient rout-
ing mechanism for the WSNs with obstacles.
Keywords Wireless Sensor Networks · Energy-Efficient
Routing · Mobile Data Collectors · Obstacles · Spanning
Graph
1 Introduction
Advances in microelectronics technology, computer tech-
nology and wireless communication technology have led to
the development of low-power and low-cost sensor nodes
in the past few years. In the recent decade, Wireless Sen-
sor Networks(WSNs) including these sensor nodes are be-
coming a hot research topic and have been applied in many
respects including environmental monitoring, health mon-
itoring, military surveillance, and many others as Internet
of Thing(IoT) [1-5]. However, power supplies for sensor
nodes are limited and hard to replace. In addition, nodes near
the base station consume more energy than those elsewhere,
since they relay the data collected by sensor nodes far away
from the base station. Hence, once these sensors near the
base station fail, the data collected by other sensors cannot
be transferred to the base station. Then, the entire network
becomes disconnected, although most of the nodes can still
have a lot of energy. Therefore, to prolong the lifetime of the
WSNs, minimizing the energy consumption of sensor nodes
is the key challenges for WSNs.
Recent work shows that we can use mobile nodes to re-
duce the energy cost of WSNs to a large extent. Compared
with static nodes, mobile nodes have more energy and more
powerful capabilities. The data from static nodes can be col-
lected by mobile nodes in one-hop or multi-hop way. At
the same time, mobile nodes can move around the sensing
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field. The papers [6-9] have proposed several different ap-
proaches. In this paper, mobile nodes are used as the Mobile
Data Collectors (MDCs) which move through the sensing
field. In addition, we assume that MDCs have unlimited en-
ergy. On the one hand, MDCs can be used as ferries, which
carry data to the base station for static sensors so that ex-
pensive multi-hop communication and long distance com-
munication are reduced. On the other hand, MDCs serve as a
mobile ”data transporter” through every region and link sep-
arate sub-networks together. Therefore, we can use MDCs
to extend the network lifetime. In physical environments,
the sensing field could contain various obstacles. For exam-
ple, in fire detection systems, numerous sensor nodes are de-
ployed on a forest area where various obstacles exist. MDCs,
which are placed on a motorized vehicle or carried by a
human, could move through the forest to find an obstacle-
avoiding shortest tour for collecting data generated by sen-
sor nodes if the terrain is not suitable for navigation. MDCs
carried by fire-fighters would assist them for extinguishing
the forest fire by providing them with enough information
about the area of interest. To prolong the network lifetime, a
research challenge is how to find an obstacle-avoiding short-
est tour for the MDC.
In this paper, we assume that MDCs are low-rate for col-
lecting data from static sensors. In addition, to upload data to
the base station, MDCs are assumed to be delay-insensitive
for accumulating data into fixed-size packets. Here, we as-
sume that WSNs can tolerate some extent of delay. The MDC
begins its periodical movement from the base station and
finally returns for transferring the data to the base station.
Once its moving path is planned, the MDC can move near
the sensor nodes and consume less energy. Hence, we can
greatly extend the network lifetime. Here, we assume that
the network lifetime is the time interval from the static sen-
sors start sending data to the MDC until the death of all static
sensors. Current research has addressed the scheduling for
MDCs in WSNs. However, a research challenge is how to
efficiently dispatch the MDCs to find an obstacle-avoiding
shortest tour in the presence of obstacles. In particular, once
the sensing field contains obstacles of any shape and size,
the deployment of MDCs will become more complex. To
dispatch MDCs in WSNs with obstacles, we propose three
steps as follows:
1) Grid Cells for Region Division. We divide the sensing
region into the same size grid cells in which there may be a
different number of static sensors. Grid cells are considered
to be the basic unit and their size is closely related to com-
munication radius of static sensors in this paper. MDCs can
collect all sensing data from static sensors inside the same
grid cell. In order to dispatch MDCs, we assume that there
is one position (called sink position) inside each grid cell,
where MDCs can move to the position for collecting data
from static sensors. The sink position is usually located in
the geometric center of the grid cell and it is represented
as a square in this paper. Except the location of obstacles,
MDCs can move to any position.
2) Obstacles Shape Regularization. In fact, the sensing
field may contain various obstacles. How to efficiently dis-
patch MDCs to find an obstacle-avoiding shortest tour is al-
ways a research challenge. When the sensing region is di-
vided into the same size grid cells, obstacles will contain
some grid cells. Edges of obstacles intersect grid cells and
obstacles may occupy part of some grid cells. Once obsta-
cles occupy part of one grid cell, we assume that the grid cell
is regarded as obstacles. Therefore, we obtain regularization
shape of obstacles so that scheduling for MDCs becomes
easier. MDCs usually have a large data communication ra-
dius. Hence, static sensors are located in the grid cells re-
garded as obstacles and their sensing data can be collected
by MDCs. Taking into account the complexity of the sys-
tem, this paper just considers to dispatch one MDC for the
obstacle-avoiding shortest tour.
3) Spanning Graphs Application. Considering the exis-
tence of obstacles in WSNs, our goal is to find an obstacle-
avoiding shortest tour by an efficient method. It is obvious
that the shape of obstacles becomes a polygon after reg-
ularization. To find an obstacle-avoiding shortest tour, we
construct a spanning graph by applying the sweep line algo-
rithm proposed in [10]. Based on the spanning graph, we can
acquire a complete graph by the Warshall-Floyd algorithm.
With the search space of the MDC from all grid cells to the
spanning graph obtaining grid cells, the scheduling for the
MDC will become more efficient. By applying the heuristic
tour-planning algorithm, we can find an obstacle-avoiding
shortest tour on the basis of the complete graph.
Our main contributions are the following:
– We obtain the regularization shape of obstacles by the
grid-based technique that makes the scheduling for MDCs
easier.
– We construct a spanning graph by applying the sweep
line algorithm for Wireless Sensor Networks with Ob-
stacles.
– We provide the heuristic tour-planning algorithm by which
we can find an obstacle-avoiding shortest tour.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents related work. Section 3 introduces the network
model and the problem formulation. We propose a heuris-
tic tour-planning algorithm to finding an obstacle-avoiding
shortest tour in Section 4. Section 5 proposes the evaluation
of our technique. Finally, we conclude the paper with future
works in Section 6.
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2 Related Works
Recent work shows that we can utilize the mobility of nodes
to reduce the energy cost of WSNs to a large extent. Many
papers have proposed several different approaches. Mobility
is thought to ease the traffic burden and enhance energy ef-
ficiency in WSNs. We then study the relevant techniques of
the mobility of nodes in the literature.
In [11], the authors propose a new data-gathering mech-
anism for WSNs by introducing the mobile data collector
(M-collector) into the network. An M-collector, which works
like a mobile base station, is introduced to collect sensing
data from static sensors. The MDC begins its periodical move-
ment from the base station and finally returns for transfer-
ring the data to the base station. For some applications in
large-scale networks, the authors take a divide-and-conquer
strategy and use multiple M-collectors, each of which moves
through a shorter data-gathering tour. According to the wire-
less energy transfer technology, the authors present a for-
mal optimization framework by jointly optimizing traveling
path, flow routing, and charging time in [12]. The Wireless
Charging Vehicle (WCV) starts a periodical tour from the
service station, traverses the network for charging some sen-
sor nodes wirelessly, and finally returns. According to the
novel Reformulation-Linearization Technique (RLT), the au-
thors design a near-optimal solution for the optimization prob-
lem. However, in [11, 12], the authors dont consider that
the sensing field may contain various obstacles. In fact, the
tour for mobile nodes in sensing field containing obstacles
is more complex than that sensing field without obstacles.
In [13, 14], the authors present a two-phase dispatch heuris-
tic for the multi-round multi-attribute sensor dispatch prob-
lem. In a hybrid WSN, static sensors monitor and collect
environment information. Once events happen, each static
sensor can only sense one attribute of events. Compared
with static sensors, a mobile sensor can evaluate multiple at-
tributes of events. According to the sensing data from static
sensors, mobile sensors move to corresponding hot loca-
tions for more in-depth analysis. To minimize the energy
consumption, the authors present a two-phase heuristic algo-
rithm to dispatch mobile sensor for hot locations. In the first
phase, the authors dispatch MAM sensors to hot locations
in a one-to-one approach. In the second phase, according
to unassigned hot locations, the authors present a spanning-
tree construction algorithm for the displacement of MAM
sensors. Due to similar capabilities of sensors, a research
challenge is how to dispatch mobile sensors to these hot lo-
cations. The paper [15] proposes a load balancing algorithm
which tries to balance the number of sensor nodes each mo-
bile element services. If the network scale is large, multi-
ple of data mules will be required. Sensor nodes are usu-
ally freely configurable in practical circumstances. In par-
ticular, the use of load balancing is considered as far as pos-
sible. The author presents a load balancing algorithm for the
data mules. However, data mules cannot always move along
straight lines, for instance, the moving paths of data mules
can be blocked by obstacles or boundaries. In [16], the au-
thors present an algorithm for finding a route for the mobile
base station that visits all the nodes in the network. The main
idea of the algorithm is to divide nodes into bins accord-
ing to their geographic location and their overflow time. In
each bin, a route that visits each node once is computed us-
ing a solution for the Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP).
These routes are then concatenated to form a schedule for
visiting all the nodes in the network. Once this schedule is
found, the speed of the base station is adjusted to make the
route feasible. In [17], the authors present a detailed review
of the routing protocols that serve for the distributed mobile
sink. At the same time, the authors discuss the unique chal-
lenges between mobile sinks and the design requirement of
their routing protocol. Then, the motivations and the inher-
ent mechanisms are provided. Finally, the authors propose a
classification of the protocols whose advantages and draw-
backs are individually determined from the performance re-
quirements.
In [18, 19], the authors present a simple way to dispatch
the mobile sensor to the event location in Wireless Sensor
Networks with Obstacles. Once mobile sensors receive the
sensing data from the static sensors, they will move to these
hot locations to conduct further analysis. A research chal-
lenge is how to find an obstacle-avoiding shortest path for
the mobile sensor to the hot location. The authors propose
modified Dijkstras algorithm to solve scheduling for the mo-
bile sensor in the presence of obstacles. In fact, in [18, 19],
the authors just consider that the shape of obstacles is con-
vex. However, scheduling for mobile sensors in sensing field
containing concave obstacles is more complex than that in
sensing in sensing field containing convex obstacles.
In summary, current research has addressed some schedul-
ing problem of mobile nodes in WSNs from different as-
pects. However, as discussed above, to prolong the network
lifetime, a research challenge is how to find a shortest tour
for mobile nodes. In particular, once the sensing field con-
tains obstacles of any shape and size, the deployment of mo-
bile sensors will become more complex. This paper aims to
presents a solution to this issue.
3 Network Model and Problem Formation
In this section, we propose a network model in this research
and problem formulation for this paper.
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3.1 Network Model
Wireless Sensor Networks use sensor nodes to detect infor-
mation from physical environments. In the past, the infor-
mation from the environment can only be collected by static
nodes in WSNs. With the recent development of technology,
we can utilize mobile nodes to collect information. There-
fore, the network performance is further improved in many
ways. Static sensors can be randomly configured and the re-
gion coverage of the WSNs is one of the most important
problems. In this paper, we assume that no hole exists in
the WSN and static sensors are the same in their capabili-
ties. In physical environments, the sensing field may contain
various obstacles. A research challenge is how to find an
obstacle-avoiding shortest tour for the MDC in the presence
of obstacles. The Mobile Data Collector (MDC) is a mo-
bile device, which could be a vehicle or a mobile robot with
enough energy. Here, the network lifetime is the time inter-
val from the static sensors start sending data to the MDC
until the death of all static sensors.
In this paper, we present an efficient scheduling tech-
nique for the MDC in the presence of obstacles, by which
we can prolong the lifetime of the WSNs as long as possi-
ble. Taking into account the complexity of the system, we
assume there is only one MDC in the WSN. We consider
N sensor nodes distributed over a plane with M obstacles.
Referring to Figure 1, static sensors are deployed unevenly
in the network, denoted by pentagrams. At the same time,
there are four black irregular figures, which represent obsta-
cles. We assume that the base station is located in top-left
corner of the two-dimensional area. The MDC begins its pe-
riodical obstacle-avoiding movement from the base station
and finally returns for transferring the data to the base sta-
tion. Once its moving path is planned, the MDC can move
near the sensor nodes and consume less energy. Hence, we
can greatly extend the network lifetime.
3.2 Problem Formulation
In the following paragraphs, we present a problem formula-
tion described above. We consider wireless sensor networks
in which sensor nodes are freely deployed in a plane with
various obstacles. The sensing data from the surrounding
environment is collected by sensor nodes. Once the MDC
moves near sensor nodes, these sensor nodes will send the
collected data to it. Except the location of obstacles, we as-
sume that the MDC can traverse the sensing field and col-
lect the sensing data from the sensor nodes at certain loca-
tions. We assume that the set of locations Γ is denoted by
Γ = {`0, `1, `2, · · · , `nl}, where `0 represents the starting po-
sition and the ending position of the obstacle-avoiding tour.
Let S be the set of sensor nodes. When the MDC is at ` ∈Γ ,
Fig. 1 An example of scheduling for the MDC with obstacles
the neighbors of node i is denoted as
NB(i, `) = { j ∈ S∪{`} | D(i, j)≤ D, j 6= i} (1)
Here, D(i,j) is the distance between node i and j, and D is
the communication range of the sensor nodes. The model of
the obstacle-avoiding tour is formulated as follows [11, 20].
Minimize ∑
i, j∈Γ ,i 6= j
D(i, j)δi j (2)
s.t. ∑
i∈Γ ,i6= j
δi j = I j,∀ j ∈ Γ (3)
∑
j∈Γ , j 6=i
δi j = Ii,∀i ∈ Γ (4)
∑
j∈NB(i,`)
Ii ≥ 1,∀ j ∈ S (5)
∑
j∈NB(i,`)
x(`)i j − ∑
k:i∈NB(k,`)
x(`)ki = di,∀i ∈ S,∀` ∈ Γ
(6)
x(`)i j ≥ 0,∀i ∈ S,∀` ∈ Γ , j ∈ NB(i, `) (7)
where
δi j =
{
1,if the obstacle-avoiding tour contains path D(i, j)
0,otherwise
Ii=
{
1,if the obstacle-avoiding tour contains locations ` ∈ Γ
0,otherwise
di : node i obtains data from physical environments;
x(`)i j :the rate assignment from node i to the node j when the
MDC is at ` ∈ Γ .
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In order to find an obstacle-avoiding shortest tour, the
optimization problem (2) minimizes the total moving path
for the MDC. Constrain (3) ensures that there must be one
arc pointing to one node in the obstacle-avoiding shortest
tour. Compared with constrain (3), except the arc pointing
to one node, constrain (4) ensures that the other arc is away
from it. Constraint (5) assures every sensor in the neigh-
bor set that no less than one location belongs to the moving
path. Thus, each sensor can directly communicate with the
MDC. Condition (6) ensures that all nodes are the flow con-
servation when the MDC stops at ` ∈ Γ . It is obvious that
the obstacle-avoiding shortest tour is NP-hard. To solve the
obstacle-avoiding shortest tour problem, we will propose a
heuristic tour-planning algorithm in the next section.
4 Heuristic Tour-planning Algorithm
In this section, we propose a heuristic tour-planning algo-
rithm for the MDC to find the obstacle-avoiding shortest
tour. Firstly, we will present a grid-based technique to fa-
cilitate the dispatch of the MDC. Secondly, by applying the
line sweep technique, we can construct the spanning graph
of the network model. Then, based on the spanning graph,
we can acquire a complete graph by Warshall-Floyd algo-
rithm. Finally, the obstacle-avoiding shortest tour is acquired
by using the heuristic algorithm. Specific steps for heuristic
algorithm are described as follows:
Mr
Fig. 2 The sense range r of the static sensor node and the grid size M
4.1 Dividing Network Region into Grid Cells
In order to simplify the dispatch of the MDC in Figure 1, we
first divide the whole region into many grids, each of equal
size. In this paper, the division of the grid is based on the
sense range of the sensor node. Here, we assume that there
is long enough communication range for the static sensor
node. The papers [21-24] use grid-based techniques to an-
alyze and solve problems in WSNs. With this method, the
sensing field is divided into the fixed number of equal size
grids. Without loss of generality, we assume that there is no
hole in the WSN and static sensors are the same in their ca-
pabilities. Therefore, each grid contains at least one sensor
in it. In order to calculate the grid size, we take into account
the special circumstances that there is only one sensor inside
the grid. In Figure 2, the static sensor node is denoted by the
pentagram and located in the lower left corner. Let M be the
grid size. At the same time, we assume that r is the sense
range of nodes. According to Figure 2, if no hole exists in
the WSN, the size of the grid is calculated as follows.
r2 =M2+M2 =⇒M = r√
2
(8)
From the equation (8), we can declare the relations between
the sense range r of nodes and the grid size M. There will be
no hole in the WSN when the grid size M equals 1√
2
times
the sense range r of nodes.
Fig. 3 The grid graph of monitored region
In this paper, there is one position called sink position
in each grid cell where the sink position is located in the
geometric center. Once the MDC stays at the sink position
in one grid cell, it can collect all sensing data from sensors
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inside the grid cell. In Figure 2, the sink position is denoted
by the red circle. Therefore, when the MDC stays at the red
circle position, it can collect sensing data from all static sen-
sors (denoted by the pentagram) inside the grid cell.
By using the technique of the grid division in Figure 2,
Figure 3 shows the grid division of the monitored region
in Figure 1. Obviously, four obstacles contain some grid
cells and their edges intersect grid cells. Once obstacles oc-
cupy part of one grid cell, the grid cell is regarded as obsta-
cles in this paper. Therefore, the regularization shape of ob-
stacles is acquired by grid-based techniques. Based on this
method, we obtain four regularization shapes of the obsta-
cles in Figure 3. Red circles and pentagrams represent sink
positions of each grid cell and static sensors, respectively. In
this paper, the base station is located in top-left corner in the
two-dimensional area. Next we present the method based on
spanning graphs for the MDC.
4.2 Spanning Graph Construction
On a basis of the minimum spanning tree, we can find an
obstacle-avoiding shortest tour for the MDC. It is proved in
[17] that the minimum spanning tree can be obtained from
the spanning graph. In this section, we will discuss how to
construct the spanning graph. Several studies have addressed
the spanning graph construction [10, 25]. A spanning graph
is usually an undirected graph, by which the infinite possible
locations for the MDC movement can be reduced to a finite
set of locations. The obstacle-avoiding spanning graph can
be formed by making connections between terminals and
obstacle corners. Based on the sweep line algorithm [10],
we can construct the spanning graph.
R1
R2
R3
R4R5
R6
R7
R8
s
m n
Fig. 4 Eight regions of a terminal
R1
R2
R3 R4 R5
R6
R7R8
p1 p4
p3p2
(a) Obstacle Corner
R1
R2 R3
R4
p
(b) Pin vertex
Fig. 5 Search regions for blockage and pin
Figure 4 shows eight regions of a terminal, by which
we illustrate the construction of the spanning graph. Refer-
ring to Figure 4the point s is defined as coordinate origin,
through which the plane is divided into 8 regions (R1∼ R8)
by different direction lines. Compared with the maximum
distance from the point s to one of any two points in one re-
gion, the distance between these two points is always small,
which has been proved. A minimal spanning tree is acyclic,
so the maximum distance from s to one of any two points
in one region is not included in the minimal spanning tree.
According to the above analyses, it is obvious that the min-
imal spanning tree must obtain the segment line consisted
of the point s and the point near the point s. For example,
in Figure 4, the longest edge (s,n) is not contained in the
minimal spanning tree. In order to simplify the calculations,
we divide a plane into 4 regions in this paper. It is proved
in [25] that the quadrant partition, compared with the octant
partition, also exhibits good results.
Figure 5 describes the quadrant partition for an obsta-
cle corner and a pin vertex, respectively. By this method for
processing the grid graph in Figure 3, we obtain the span-
ning graph in Figure 6. The algorithm of the spanning graph
construction is summarized in Algorithm 1. The spanning
graph construction is performed by using edge connection
for different region of all pin vertices and all obstacle cor-
ners. Once Algorithm 2 is called in the region R2 and R6 of
all obstacle corners, the corresponding edges will join the
spanning graph (lines 1-2). Here, we sort elements of the
list V by non-decreasing x coordinates. The line sweep se-
quence is reverse between the region R2 and R6, so the same
sorted list V can be applied by changing the line sweep di-
rection. Likewise, we also call Algorithm 2 in the region R4
and R8 of all obstacle corners. However, unlike sorted list V
in the Region R2 and R6, we sort elements of the list V by
non-decreasing y coordinates in the region R4 and R8 of all
obstacle corners (lines 3-4). Besides the region R1 and R5 of
all obstacle corners, the region R1 and R3 of all pin vertices
is also added to our search region (lines 5-6). We sort ele-
ments of the listV by non-decreasing x+y coordinates in the
region R1 and R5 of all obstacle corners and the region R1
and R3 of all pin vertices. To construct the spanning graph,
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we call Algorithm 2. Likewise, we also call Algorithm 2 in
the region R3 and R7 of all obstacle corners and the region
R2 and R4 of all pin vertices. Here, the elements of the list
V are sorted by non-decreasing y−x coordinates (lines 7-8).
According to the quadrant partition for an obstacle corner
and a pin vertex, we finally construct the spanning graph.
Consequently, with the search space of the MDC from the
grid graph to the spanning graph, the possible locations for
the MDC movement can be greatly reduced. Therefore, our
algorithm makes it more efficient for the MDC to find an
obstacle-avoiding shortest tour.
Fig. 6 The spanning graph based on grid division
Algorithm 1: Spanning graph construction
input : the set of V nodes of pin vertices and obstacle corners
output: the spanning graph G for V
1 sort V by non-decreasing x;
2 call Algorithm 2 in region R2 and R6 of all obstacle corners;
3 sort V by non-decreasing y;
4 call Algorithm 2 in region R4 and R8 of all obstacle corners;
5 sort V by non-decreasing x+ y;
6 call Algorithm 2 in region R1 and R5 of all obstacle corners
and in region R1 and R3 of all pin vertices ;
7 sort V by non-decreasing y− x;
8 call Algorithm 2 in region R3 and R7 of all obstacle corners
and in region R2 and R4 of all pin vertices ;
Algorithm 2 presents the construction of the edge con-
nection graph in different search regions. According to the
corresponding coordinates, we sort all points in Vs by non-
decreasing order. In order to applying the sweep line algo-
rithm, we need an active set for one point that knows all
points in the set. This is a premise for using the sweep line
algorithm. Consequently, we create an active set N where
all points can be dynamically added and deleted. We initial-
ize the active set N to an empty set and decide if each point
si is in the sorted list Vs (lines 1-2). Then, we will add si
into set N if si is not a corresponding location of a block-
age (lines 3-4). Conversely, if si is a corresponding location
of a blockage, the edge connection for si will be performed
(lines 5-13). Here, we assume si is one of the four corners
of the blockage b j. Firstly, we choose the point si+1 from
list Vs, where the point si locates front-left of the point si+1.
Secondly, we decide if each point si is in the an active set N.
Once the point si locates in the corresponding region of b j,
the point si is added to the set Nk. If the blockage b j is not
a vertical blockage, we will delete points from N which are
located in quadrant partition of si. Then, the point m closest
to si and the point n closest to si+1 are selected. Finally, we
get two edges (si,m) and (si+1,n) which will be added to the
spanning graph G. Note the point m could coincide with the
point n in the set Nk. We deal with the next point in list Vs
after the set Nk is vacated.
Algorithm 2: Edge connection graph construction
input : the sorted list Vs with non-decreasing corresponding
coordinates
output: the edge connection graph Gs for quadrant partition
1 N←∅;
2 for each si ∈Vs do
3 if (si is not a corresponding location of blockage b j) then
4 add si to N;
5 else
6 if (N! =∅) then
7 Nk =∅;
8 if (b j is not a vertical blockage) then
9 delete points in quadrant partition of si
which are from N;
10 add these points located in quadrant partition
of si to Nk;
11 if Nk! =∅ then
12 choose the points m and n from Nk
which are closest to si and si+1,
respectively;
13 add the edges (si,m) and (si+1,n) to the edge
connection graph Gs;
4.3 Complete Graph Construction
In this section, on the basis of the spanning graph, we con-
struct the complete graph for the MDC to find an obstacle-
avoiding shortest tour. In essence, the obstacle-avoiding short-
est tour problem is similar to the Traveling Salesman Prob-
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lem (TSP) which is a classical problem. The TSP aims to
find a minimal weight tour where all the nodes of a weighted
complete graph are included. In particular, each nodes of the
weighted complete graph is traversed once and only once
with the least cost. Note that nodes of the TSP can be re-
garded as the position where the MDC collects data from
the static sensors. It has been proven that the TSP is a typ-
ical NP-hard problem and NP-complete problem. Because
of its theoretical and practical values, the TSP has become a
hot field in the theory of combinatorial optimization, where
the most active research area is the exact or approximate
algorithm design of the TSP. Due to the complexity of the
TSP, we adopt an approximate algorithm. One of the main
assumptions regarding the TSP is that the input is a com-
plete graph. However, the spanning graph that we have con-
structed is not a complete graph. Therefore, figuring out the
process on how to construct the complete graph is the key
for the MDC to find the obstacle-avoiding shortest tour.
To better describe the algorithm, we must know some
frequently used terms, which are defined as shown below.
Note that common concepts in graph theory are not defined
here. The paper [26] provides these common concepts.
Definition 1: A complete graph KN is a graph in which there
are N vertices and an edge between every two vertices.
Definition 2: A Hamilton circuit is a circuit in which every
vertex of a graph is used only once.
Definition 3: A weighted graph is a graph in which a weight
is assigned to each edge (denoted by the distance, time, etc).
Definition 4: The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is the
problem in which a minimum-weight Hamilton circuit in KN
is found.
According to these definitions, we can understand the
essence of the problem better. Computing a complete graph
can be done with the following method. For each vertex
n ∈ N, we can compute a shortest path tree rooted at n by
the shortest path algorithm. On the basis of the spanning
graph obtained above, we can construct a complete graph
by the Warshall-Floyd algorithm in this paper. Note that the
distance between every two vertices in Definition 1 is the
shortest path of these two vertices in the spanning graph, so
they may not be directly connected.
Algorithm 3: Heuristic tour-planning algorithm
input : the spanning graph G
output: an obstacle-avoiding shortest path Lpath
1 construct the complete graph G′ = (V,E ′) from the spanning
graph G= (V,E) by using the Warshall-Floyd algorithm ;
2 find a sufficient number of Hamilton circuits from the complete
graph G′ = (V,E ′);
3 optimize these Hamilton circuits by the principle of one by one
revision of two sides;
4 Choose the Hamilton circuit GH with the smallest total weight;
The formula G= (V,E) describes a spanning graph with
n vertices, in which V = {v1,v2, · · · ,vn} are the vertices sets
and E = [ei j]n×n are the edges matrix.In particular, the point
vi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) is the vertex and ei j(1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) is the edge
linking the vertices vi and v j.The edges matrix E = [ei j]n×n
are assigned to corresponding weighs matrix W = [wi j]n×n
and ei j is equal to wi j. Algorithm 3 presents a heuristic tour-
planning algorithm for the MDC to find an obstacle-avoiding
shortest tour. Firstly, Let the weight w(x,y) for ∀(x,y) ∈ E ′
in the complete graph G′ = (V,E ′) is equal to the shortest
path between vertex x and vertex y in the spanning graph
G = (V,E) (line 1). Then, a large number of Hamilton cir-
cuits with the weighs are optimized (lines 2-3). Finally, we
obtain the obstacle-avoiding shortest path Lpath, i.e., the Hamil-
ton circuit with the smallest total weight(line 4).
5 Evaluation
This section introduces the implementation of our approach.
In addition, the proposed algorithms have been implemented
using Matlab. We present the results from experiments which
evaluate the technique proposed in previous. Simulation set-
tings and Evaluation Results are as follows.
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Fig. 7 Tour length comparison for a different number of Hamilton cir-
cuits
5.1 Simulation Settings
In this experiment, sensor nodes are deployed over a 100×
100m2 field, which contains four obstacles. There are 170
sensor nodes which are randomly distributed over the field.
The base station is at (5, 5) (in meters), where is also as-
sumed to be at the origin of the MDC. The MDC begins
its periodical tour from the position (5 m, 5 m) and finally
returns to the same position. Figure 1 shows an example of
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scheduling for the MDC with four obstacles. We assume that
the sense range r of the static sensor node is fixed and equal
to 10
√
2m. According to the former algorithm, it is obvious
that the grid size M equals 10m. Therefore, we can partition
the two-dimensional plane with 10×10= 100 grid cells (see
Figure 3). The radio characteristics used in our simulations
are the same as these in [27].
In order to simplify scheduling for the MDC in the pres-
ence of obstacles, we assume that the data collected by static
sensors is the delay-tolerant data, i.e., they will wait for the
MDC to come and pick them up. In addition, the traveling
speed of the MDC is fixed.
5.2 Evaluation Results
We have conducted numerous experiments to verify our al-
gorithms in previous. With the increase of the number of
Hamilton circuits from the complete graph, Figure 7 shows
that tour length becomes shorter. However, the tour length
with the smallest total weight will not change when the num-
ber of Hamilton circuits becomes larger, i.e., we obtain the
obstacle-avoiding shortest path. At the same time, Figure 7
plots the performance of the tour length for values of the
number of Hamilton circuits that vary between 100 and 5000.
By the principle of one by one revision of two sides, we mea-
sured that the tour length with the smallest total weight is
equal to 780m, 760m and 740m, when the number of Hamil-
ton circuits is equal to 100, 500, and 1500, respectively. The
results demonstrate that, by method based on heuristic al-
gorithm for TSP, we can find an obstacle-avoiding shortest
tour from a sufficient number of Hamilton circuits. There-
fore, we acquire the energy-efficient routing for the MDC
which begins its periodical tour from the position (5 m, 5
m) and finally returns to the same position. Figure 8 shows
the movement path of the MDC in the spanning graph, when
the number of Hamilton circuits is equal to 2000. The MDC
moves to the sink position in each grid cell where it collects
data sensed by static sensors. Here, we assume that the MDC
collects data only once each round at the sink position.
Below, we compare our heuristic tour-planning algorithm
with the LEACH [27]. In this paper, the lifetime of the net-
work is relative and the MDC moves to the starting position
at the beginning of each round. At the same time, we use
x% network lifetime to represent the network lifetime. At
the moment, (100− x)% sensors have exhausted their en-
ergy. The operation of the LEACH scheme and our MDC
scheme is based on rounds. Each round begins with data
transferred and ends with all data transferred to the base sta-
tion. Figure 9 shows the lifetime comparison between the
LEACH scheme and our MDC scheme. According to the
number of rounds, we evaluate x% network lifetime of two
schemes. Referring to Figure 9, we observe that, by moving
the MDC through a well-planned tour, the lifetime of our
Fig. 8 The movement path of the MDC
MDC scheme can be prolonged significantly compared with
the LEACH scheme. For example, the first sensor node in
our MDC scheme dies when the number of rounds is equal
to 2260, but the first one in the LEACH scheme dies when
the number of rounds is equal to 922.
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We have analyzed these experiments in tour length and
lifetime. According to these experiments, the scheduling for
the MDC scheme is more efficient than that for the LEACH
scheme. By method based on our heuristic tour-planning al-
gorithm, we can quickly find an obstacle-avoiding shortest
tour. In addition, this also indicates that our technique is fea-
sible for scheduling for the MDC.
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6 Conclusions and Future Works
We have formulated the dispatch problem of the MDC in
a WSN with obstacles in this paper. To efficiently sched-
ule the MDC to find an obstacle-avoiding shortest tour, a
method based on the heuristic tour-planning algorithm is de-
veloped. Firstly, we divide the network region into the same
size grid cells and the MDC can move to the sink position
inside each grid cell to collect sensing data. Secondly, to fa-
cilitate scheduling for MDC, regularization shape of obsta-
cles is acquired by grid-based techniques. Finally, we find
an obstacle-avoiding shortest tour based on spanning graphs.
The experimental results show that our approach is feasible
for the dispatch of the MDC and the network lifetime is pro-
longed. Once the search space is restricted to the spanning
graphs, the MDC can be efficiently dispatched to find an
obstacle-avoiding shortest tour. In this paper, we just con-
sider the obstacle-avoiding shortest tour problem for one
MDC. As for the future work, we plan on extending cur-
rent work to the obstacle-avoiding shortest tour problem for
many MDCs.
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